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Warrior Cardio: The Revolutionary Metabolic Training System for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Getting FitWilliam Morrow, 2012

	From fitness and martial arts expert Martin Rooney, author of top-selling Training for Warriors and Ultimate Warrior Workouts, comes a complete twelve-week workout and diet plan for anyone looking to shed pounds of fat and increase muscle mass. In Warrior Cardio, the creator of the world-famous Training for Warriors...
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Instant Turnaround!: Getting People Excited About Coming to Work and Working HardWilliam Morrow, 2009

	Transform Your Workplace!


	Imagine a company where people are excited about coming to work and giving their best efforts every day. In this innovative and engrossing business parable, Harry Paul and Ross Reck show managers at all levels how they can immediately and easily increase productivity by tapping into the discretionary...
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The Swarm: A NovelWilliam Morrow, 2006

	For more than two years, one book has taken over Germany's hardcover and paperback bestseller lists, reaching number one in Der Spiegel and setting off a frenzy in bookstores: The Swarm.


	Whales begin sinking ships. Toxic, eyeless crabs poison Long Island's water supply. The North Sea shelf collapses, killing thousands in...
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The Book of Odds: From Lightning Strikes to Love at First Sight, the Odds of Everyday LifeWilliam Morrow, 2014

	From the popular Book of Odds website, this stylish and accessible reference book offers a fascinating peek at the probabilities that govern every aspect of human life


	Did you know that your odds of dying from drowning are higher than the odds of meeting your mate on a blind date? That the odds a child has seen Internet porn are...
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Win the Crowd: Unlock the Secrets of Influence, Charisma, and ShowmanshipWilliam Morrow, 2005

	Would You Like to Become More Commanding, Convincing, And Charismatic?


	In this book, Steve Cohen, master magician and star of the long-running Chamber Magic show in New York City, will reveal the secrets of all great showmen and magicians—how to persuade, influence, and charm, and ultimately accomplish the things you've...
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The Coffee Lover's Diet: Change Your Coffee, Change Your LifeWilliam Morrow, 2017

	Improve your brain. Extend your life. Enhance your health. Discover the power of Polyphenols. Drop those extra pounds.


	Dr. Bob Arnot, the bestselling author of The Aztec Diet, shows you how to use the power of America’s favorite drink—coffee—to achieve improved health, longevity,...
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Infinite Reality: Avatars, Eternal Life, New Worlds, and the Dawn of the Virtual RevolutionWilliam Morrow, 2011

	“Enough with speculation about our digital future. Infinite Reality is the straight dope on what is and isn’t happening to us right now, from two of the only scientists working on the boundaries between real life and its virtual extensions.”

	—Douglas Rushkoff, author of Program or Be...
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Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World's Most Successful BusinessesWilliam Morrow, 2013

	Innovate or die


	For thirty years, Gary Shapiro has observed the world's most innovative businesses from his front-row seat as leader of the Consumer Electronics Association. Now he reveals the ten secrets of "ninja innovators" like Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many others.


	What does it take to...
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The Polar Bear Expedition: The Heroes of America's Forgotten Invasion of Russia, 1918-1919William Morrow, 2019

	
		In the brutally cold winter of 1919, 5,000 Americans battled the Red Army 600 miles north of Moscow. We have forgotten. Russia has not.

	
		"AN EXCELLENT BOOK." —Wall Street Journal • "INCREDIBLE." — John U. Bacon •...
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The Nice and Accurate Good Omens TV Companion: Your guide to Armageddon and the series based on the bestselling novel by Terry Pratchett and Neil GaimanWilliam Morrow, 2019

	
		A stunning full-color, illustrated, behind-the-scenes guide to the Good Omens television series, adapted for the screen by Neil Gaiman himself and starring Michael Sheen and David Tennant.

		

		Following the original novel’s chronological structure—from “the Beginning” to “End...
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No Beast So Fierce: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in HistoryWilliam Morrow, 2020

	
		The astonishing true story of the man-eating tiger that claimed a record 437 human lives

	
		“Thrilling. Fascinating. Exciting.” —Wall Street Journal • "Riveting. Haunting.” —Scientific American

	
		Nepal, c....
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